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Abstract: Brine discharges from desalination plants into low-flushing water bodies are challenging
from the point of view of dilution, because of the possibility of background buildup effects that
decrease the overall achievable dilution. To illustrate the background buildup effect, this paper
uses the Arabian (Persian) Gulf, a shallow, reverse tidal estuary with only one outlet available for
exchange flow. While desalination does not significantly affect the long-term average Gulf-wide
salinity, due to the mitigating effect of the Indian Ocean Surface Water inflow, its resulting elevated
salinities, as well as elevated concentrations of possible contaminants (such as heavy metals and
organophosphates), can affect marine environments on a local and regional scale. To analyze the
potential effect of background salinity buildup on dilutions achievable from discharge locations
in the northern Gulf, a 3-dimensional hydrodynamic model (Delft3D) was used to simulate brine
discharges from a single hypothetical source location along the Kuwaiti shoreline, about 900 km
from the Strait of Hormuz. Using nested grids with a horizontal resolution, comparable to a local
tidal excursion (250 m), far field dilutions of about 28 were computed for this discharge location.
With this far field dilution, to achieve a total dilution of 20, the near field dilution (achievable using a
submerged diffuser) would need to be increased to approximately 70. Conversely, the background
build-up means that a near field dilution of 20 yields a total dilution of only about 12.
Keywords: desalination; far field dilution; Delft3D; hydrodynamic modeling; background buildup;
tidal estuary

1. Introduction
Marine impacts associated with brine discharge are mainly judged on their brine and contaminant
concentrations after initial mixing (dilution). Dilution is generally obtained through judicious choice of
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outfall parameters, including location, orientation, number of ports, discharge flow rate, etc., using a
combination of analytical and physical models.
The effectiveness of any discharge design will depend on the relative magnitude of the near and
far field dilution. In general, the near field is facilitated by turbulent entrainment processes, while the
far field is dominated by advection and diffusion processes.
The far field dilution is defined as:
SF = (co − ca )/(cF − ca ),

(1)

where co , ca , and cF are the pollutant concentrations in the discharge, the ambient (water not influenced
by the discharge) and the far field (region >~100 meters surrounding the discharge), and the near field
dilution is defined as:
SN = (co − cF )/(cN − cF ),
(2)
where cN is the concentration in the near field (<~100 meters from the source). The combined or total
local dilution at a given location, defined as:
ST = (co − ca )/(cN − ca ),

(3)

can be obtained algebraically by combining Equations (1)–(3) to obtain:
1
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or approximately the harmonic sum of SN and SF. In addition, over time, it is useful to calculate a
harmonic mean far field dilution (after [1,2]), which is equivalent to the arithmetic mean concentration:
SF,h = P

n
1
n Si

.

(5)

While recent numerical efforts and computational advances have been able to refine the horizontal
resolution to 10s of meters (and, therefore, reduce the distance between the near and far field), multiport
diffusers with port diameters on the order of 10 cm would require resolutions of sub-meter level
resolution, plus additional physics (e.g., entrainment, bubble dynamics or stratification) to properly
model the near field mixing processes [3]. It is therefore more computationally economical to adopt
two separate models to model the near and far field models and to couple them, to yield an overall
dilution that is of interest [4,5].
The primary objective of this paper is to investigate the potential background buildup of a
low-flushing water body on a local scale. It begins with a brief description of the oceanographic
conditions of the paper’s focus area, the Arabian or Persian Gulf (hereafter referred to as the Gulf—a
body of water with the potential of increased background buildup), and an analysis of long-term
Gulf-wide salinity changes, due to desalination. The study considers a single hypothetical desalination
brine discharge, located in the northern Gulf, and present predicted far field dilutions, using a Gulf-wide
hydrodynamic model (Delft3D). The paper discusses the importance of the grid resolution, in order to
resolve the background buildup concentrations, as well as illustrate tradeoffs which occur when the
current fields are not well resolved. Finally, although this paper does not directly provide a diffuser
outfall design, it will discuss the impact of the predicted background buildup on the target dilutions,
that would need to be accomplished when designing a diffuser outfall.
1.1. Case Study: Gulf Scale Environmental Impact
The Gulf is a shallow (mean depth of about 35 m), reverse tidal estuary, with only one outlet
available for exchange flow (the Strait of Hormuz), located roughly 1000 km downcoast from the head
of the Gulf. It has a minimum width of about 65 km, a maximum width of about 340 km, maximum
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Figure 1. The Arabian Gulf (from [20]).
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1.2. Gulf-Wide Circulation
The qualitative description of the circulation pattern in the Arabian Gulf presented here is based
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The circulation in the Gulf is dominated by the exchange flows in and out of the Strait of
Hormuz—see Figure 2. A lower salinity surface current, known as the Indian Ocean Surface Water
(IOSW), flows into the Gulf year-round (T1 in Figure 2), initially flowing northward along the Iranian
coast. While a small part of the surface current flows back out along the southern part of the Strait
(shown as T2 in Figure 2), the bulk of the flow intrudes into the Gulf, and mixes with the existing
hypersaline water in the Gulf [7]. The prevailing wind, called the Shamal, is from the Northwest,
and can have velocities of up to 18 m/s in the winter, compared with less than 10 m/s in the summer [13].
Additionally, the Northern Gulf receives freshwater river inflows along the Iranian coast and at the
Shatt al-Arab, which contributes to circulation (with two branches of freshwater flowing southward
Water 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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Figure 2. Schematic of circulation through the Strait of Hormuz (Figure 11 of [7]).
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Figure 3. Residence times calculated for sources within the Gulf (from [16]).
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Table 1. Gulf water balance (Based on [21]).
Flow
Inflow through the Strait of Hormuz
Outflow through the Strait of Hormuz
Evaporation
River inflow
Rainfall
Desalination
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Materials
and
Methods
2. 2.
Materials
and
Methods
Delft3D Model
2.1. Delft3D model
This paper used a 3-dimensional finite difference hydrodynamic model, coupled with a water
This paper used a 3-dimensional finite difference hydrodynamic model, coupled with a water
quality module (Delft3D-FLOW) [25,26], as a tool to determine the far field dilution of various
quality module (Delft3D-FLOW) [25,26], as a tool to determine the far field dilution of various
contaminants, as well as to quantify a background far field concentration that may affect near field
contaminants, as well as to quantify a background far field concentration that may affect near field
outfalls. The basis for this model was the Gulf Community Model (see www.agmcommunity.org),
outfalls. The basis for this model was the Gulf Community Model (see www.agmcommunity.org),
which has been adjusted for use in the current study. A combination of measured bathymetry data,
meteorological and tidal forcings, as well as freshwater riverine inflows into the Gulf, were input into
the model to simulate circulation patterns in the Gulf. Details of the model are presented below.
The basic Arabian Gulf Model used a 4 km square grid (lat/lon) plus 10 vertical sigma layers
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which has been adjusted for use in the current study. A combination of measured bathymetry data,
meteorological and tidal forcings, as well as freshwater riverine inflows into the Gulf, were input into
the model to simulate circulation patterns in the Gulf. Details of the model are presented below.
The basic Arabian Gulf Model used a 4 km square grid (lat/lon) plus 10 vertical sigma layers
(Figure 5). Our model used a 4-year hydrodynamic spin-up with a time step of 5 minutes, because
contaminants discharged at Kuwait Bay may take 3 years to exit the Gulf. External forcings include
gridded wind and meteorological data, and four river inputs. Tidal forcings (expressed as a time series
of water elevations) were imposed along the external boundary, a transect across the Gulf of Oman in
the southeastern edge of the domain (shown in Figure 5). A bottom roughness (Manning’s coefficient
2019,was
11, xused
FOR PEER
REVIEW the Gulf.
6 of 14
nWater
= 0.03)
throughout

Figure 5. Delft3D Arabian Gulf Model (AGM) computational domain. The colors of the regions indicate
Figure 5. Delft3D Arabian Gulf Model (AGM) computational domain. The colors of the regions
the local water depth. The model grid covering the entire domain comprises 194 × 132 × 10 grid cells,
indicate the local water depth. The model grid covering the entire domain comprises 194 × 132 × 10
with a 4 km horizontal resolution. Location of the current meter in the northeastern Gulf is shown by
grid
cells,
the
red
dot.with a 4 km horizontal resolution. Location of the current meter in the northeastern Gulf is
shown by the red dot.
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While monthly data were available for some dissolved chemicals (KEPA, personal
communication, 2017) for about 13 onshore and offshore locations, the time resolutions (one reading
a month) are insufficient to be useful for purposes of model calibration or validation. Additionally,
the monitoring locations may experience contaminants originating from multiple sources along the
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While monthly data were available for some dissolved chemicals (KEPA, personal communication,
2017) for about 13 onshore and offshore locations, the time resolutions (one reading a month) are
insufficient to be useful for purposes of model calibration or validation. Additionally, the monitoring
locations may experience contaminants originating from multiple sources along the Kuwaiti coastline,
which again cannot be resolved with the space and time resolutions available. The model calibration,
11, xis
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usingWater
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(b)
Figure 6. (a) Northward and eastward velocities measured by the ADCP at 10 m depth (same current

Figure 6. (a) Northward and eastward velocities measured by the ADCP at 10 m depth (same current
meter as [21]; red) and depth averaged predictions by Delft3D for the same times (blue), (b) longshore
meter as [21]; red) and depth averaged predictions by Delft3D for the same times (blue), (b) longshore
velocities: Delft3D predictions (blue) versus measured velocities (red).
velocities: Delft3D predictions (blue) versus measured velocities (red).
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3.3. Hormuz Strait Calibration
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Using the model results from the three nested grids, it is possible to test the mesh sensitivity of
the computed dilution, resulting from a source shown in Figure 11b. To do this, model-predicted
concentration timeseries were obtained for the following locations (shown in Figure 11b):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Locations ~4 km away (horizontal grid resolution of the outer model), shown in red;
Locations ~1 km away (resolution of the mid-scale model), shown in green;
Locations ~500 m away (resolution of the fine model), shown in blue; and
Locations ~250 m away (resolution of the finest model), shown in yellow.

Table 2 shows the harmonic time-averaged dilutions (defined in Equation (5)) computed at
the various locations indicated in Figure 11b, using each of the nested model outputs. Harmonic
mean dilution values, at locations that are subgridscale for a particular nested model, were spatially
interpolated (shown in the table with grey shading).
Table 2. Harmonic mean dilutions, computed at locations at varying distances from the source, indicated
in Figure 11b. Values in grey shading indicate spatially interpolated harmonic mean dilution values.
Test Locations
~4km from Source

Test Locations
~1km from Source

Test Locations
~0.5km from
Source

Outer model
(0.05 deg, ~4km)

2869, 3505,
2936, 4090

2902, 2879,
2879, 2879

2864, 2868,
2871, 2856

Mid model
(0.01 deg, ~1km)
Fine model
(0.005 deg, ~500m)
Finest model
(0.0025 deg, ~250m)

4256, 3569,
2960, 852
12555, 311,
8138, 566
13237, 609,
7726, 557

189, 156,
194, 106
331, 311,
893, 158
286, 609,
1311, 160

93, 94,
117, 94
151, 124,
218, 92
134, 228,
386, 82

Test Locations
~0.25km from
Source
2855, 2855,
2856,
2846, 2846
67, 68, 77,
70, 62
62, 63, 71,
52, 42
44, 33, 59,
27, 14

It can be seen in Table 2 that the predicted dilutions are sensitive to the horizontal resolution.
For locations within ~250 m from the source (from the finest resolution model), the model predicted
lower far field dilution ( SF ∼ 14 − 59, with a harmonic average of 28). With a near field dilution of
SN = 20, this harmonic average far field dilution (computed using Equation (5)) would result in a total
dilution S1T = S1F + S1N , of about ST = 12.
It is worth noting that there is a balance between the flow field resolution and the predicted
dispersion. This was explored by [27], using a reverse Gaussian puff model [28] which simulates
the discharge over multiple tidal cycles, using puffs of conservative contaminant that grow in size,
according to [29]. The model used a constant depth equal to the local depth of 3 m at the yellow
points indicated in Figure 11b, and assumed a spatially unvarying flow field (that has a similar effect
to using a coarser grid for velocities). The Gaussian puff model’s assumption of a spatially uniform
velocity under-predicted the dilutions, and only matched the Delft3D predictions when the puff
model diffusivity was increased by a factor of about 1.5, compared with the value prescribed by [28].
This difference may be attributed to the puff model’s use of a simplified flow field, while the Delft3D
model exhibits a higher dispersion of the contaminant plume by capturing the spatial variation in the
velocity field.
The far field (background) buildup has significant implications for near field diffuser design. For a
discharge excess salinity of ∆S ∼ 40 and a target excess salinity of ∆S ∼ 2, a total dilution of ST ∼ 20 is
required [3]. With zero background buildup, a near field dilution of SN ∼ 20 would suffice. However,
the modeling result here indicates that SF ∼ 28, and, in order to achieve a total dilution of ST ∼ 20,
the near field dilution would now need to be SN ∼ 70.
Other water bodies have far higher flushing potential for contaminants than the Gulf. For example,
brine discharges from an outfall from a desalination plant sited in Tuticorin, along the southeastern
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Indian coast, are expected to observe a dilution of over 1600 within less than 1 km downstream of the
outfall [30]. Desalination discharges from nearby Omani desalination plants, situated on the coastline
of the Gulf of Oman, are also able to be diluted by a factor of 35–100 at about 50 m downstream of the
discharge, and over 2000 about 2 km downstream [10].
4. Conclusions
Far field dilutions were computed using the Delft3D model, at about one tidal excursion from
the source, as a measure of the background concentrations experienced by the source in an offshore
discharge location in the northern Arabian Gulf. By comparing the results of nested models at different
horizontal resolutions, it was determined that the far field dilutions are only accurately captured
when the Delft3D horizontal resolution is on the order of the tidal excursion. Also, the computed
harmonic mean dilutions for the far field approach near field dilutions ( SN ∼ 20), indicating that
far field contaminants do “double back” at the source, and near field diffusers would have to be
designed to produce higher dilutions to satisfy target total dilutions. A higher/lower brine discharge,
coupled with smaller/larger tidal excursions and smaller/larger residual velocities, would result in a
smaller/larger far field (background) dilution.
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